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Located some interesting fluff under the bed in the spare room.  Seems coarser 

than the usual and has some age.  Possibly some dog and or cat hairs involved - 

mother’s?

I have collected as much as I can and hope to do a full analysis later in the 

week when I’ve got that blasted Cicero translation out of the way.  Interest-

ing how what is supposed to be educational gets in the way of my real education.  

I mean Cicero is fine and dandy if you’re thinking of a career in the Royal 

Marines or the Mining Corps but it’s not for me.  Most of the duffers in 

my class are aiming no higher than a decent University place so they probably 

need a good dose of Latin prose.

Which reminds me - must get in touch with Cambridge and see if a foreign 

language is still compulsory and if so will they accept Abyssinian?

I wonder ...



TRANSCRIPTION: 

Located some interesting fluff under the bed in the spare room1.  Seems coarser than the 
usual and has some age.  Possibly some dog and or cat hairs involved - mother’s?2

I have collected as much as I can and hope to do a full analysis later in the week when I’ve 
got that blasted Cicero translation out of the way3.  Interesting how what is supposed to be 
educational gets in the way of my real education.  I mean Cicero is fine and dandy if you’re 
thinking of a career in the Royal Marines or the Mining Corps but it’s not for me4.  Most of 
the duffers in my class are aiming no higher than a decent University place5 so they probably 
need a good dose of Latin prose.

Which reminds me - must get in touch with Cambridge and see if a foreign language is still 
compulsory and if so will they accept Abyssinian?6

I wonder ...

NOTES:

The note was found in a small trunk containing variious items apparently abandoned by 
Professor thrupiece when he left home first for the USSR, later the USa and, later still 
University.  The trunk itself was stored under several boxes of end of roll wallpaper kept 
by the Professor on the offchance they too had nutritional value.  The nutritional value of 
wallpaper was a topic to which he never returned once the properties of the more ubiquitous 
fluff were properly understood and harnessed to his purpose.  See Mrs Amanda J Threadbone 
[2010] “Unfinished Researches: Professor Thrupiece’s Top 200 Incomplete Research Projects” The 
Threadbone Press

1 Though undated, the references within the note suggest that it was written on or about 18th September 1948 when Pro-
fessor Thrupiece was preparing for entry into Secondary Scool the following year. [He was always several years in advance of 
his “age”]. He left Batcombe Church of England Primary School in June 1949. 
2 The reference to mother is puzzling: Mother’s dog? Mother’s cat? or mother’s hair? Perhaps we shall never know.
3 Cicero was compulsory in Batcombe Church of England Primary School from the age of four as indeed it was in all 
decent schools prior to “educational reform”. See Professor Trebor Murray-Minto’s fascinating introduction to Quintus 
Remus’s A Corpse in the Caldarium Threadbone Press HERE
4 Boys from poorer families in Batcomb typically went into the Royal Marines or the Mining Corps after University - if 
they passed the qualifying examinations (as most did) they were immediately commissioned. 
5 Possibly a reference to Cambridge [which Professor Thrupiece attended [Magdalene College] from 1959] but also 
possibly to the University of Oakford Fitzpaine which was the preferred destination for a number of the brighter boy.  The 
gender ratio of boys to girls was more favourable at the latter being only 150:1 as opposed to Cambridge’s 487:1
6 Yes it was and no they wouldn’t 




